Abstract-Despite the near-unity internal quantum efficiencies (IQEs) demonstrated for GaAs-based light emitters, laser cooling of the ubiquitous I I I-V semiconductors has not been feasible. The key challenges for I I I-V optical cooling are the reduced absorption of optical excitation at photon energies well below the bandgap and the strong confinement of light in the high refractive index semiconductors. Here, we investigate the possibility to eliminate the need for light extraction and to eventually relax the requirements of the IQE. This is done using electroluminescence and optical energy transfer within intracavity devices consisting of an AlGaAs/GaAs double heterojunction light emitting diodes and a GaAs p-n-homojunction photodiode enclosed within a single semiconductor cavity. We measure the intracavity energy transfer, i.e., the coupling quantum efficiency (CQE) between the two diodes and estimate loss mechanisms by simultaneously measuring the I V characteristics of the emitter diode and the photocurrent of the absorber diode. The measured CQE of our devices is below 60% due to the mirror, light extraction, nonradiative, and detection losses. While this is far below the state-of-the-art efficiencies, our results suggest that it will be possible to substantially improve the efficiency by adopting the fabrication and design principles used for the best performing photoluminescent emitters.
and increased awareness of the possibilities to harness the thermodynamics of light emission in new applications such as optical cooling [3] , [4] , together with optimization of light emission efficiency [5] , [6] and information processing [7] have, however, started to reinforce the research interests in the mature I I I -V materials.
The progress of solid-state optical cooling technologies has been pioneered by laser cooling of doped glasses [3] , but also laser cooling of semiconductors [4] and very low-power electroluminescent (EL) cooling of small bandgap light-emitting diodes (LEDs) has recently been demonstrated [8] , [9] . Despite some efforts to harness optical tunneling over vacuum nanogaps to overcome the light extraction problem in typical cooling experiments [3] , [10] , the light confinement due to the large refractive index of typical semiconductors has remained one of the largest obstacles in demonstrating the optical cooling of semiconductors [11] .
In this paper, we investigate the effects of enclosing an LED and a light absorbing photodiode within the same semiconductor crystal in an intracavity configuration that allows straightforward electrical characterization and essentially eliminates the light extraction issues encountered in conventional setups. Unlike laser cooling, where the excitation power quickly drops when the photon energy of the excitation drops below the bandgap energy, using an LED-based approach also allows using bias voltages and excitation energies that are well below the threshold set by the bandgap. Therefore, the presently studied intracavity approach can substantially relax the material requirements for reaching the high current EL cooling regime and thereby eventually considerably facilitate observing EL cooling under high current conditions.
II. EXPERIMENT A. Samples
The devices studied in this work each consist of a double heterojunction (DHJ) GaAs/AlGaAs LED structure grown on top of a GaAs p-n-homojunction photodiode. The device schematic and basic device structure is shown in Fig. 1 . The light emitted by the DHJ LED is guided toward the GaAs photodiode either directly or after a single reflection from the top contact. Measuring the current of the photodiode allows a straightforward means to detect the absorbed light without the need to extract it from the high refractive index semiconductor material.
The fabrication of the four distinct epitaxial structures studied in this work was carried out using molecular 0018-9383 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. beam epitaxy. The key difference between these samples is the thickness of the GaAs active layer (AL) of the DHJ LED structure, which was 300 nm for epistructures A1 and B1 and 50 and 10 nm for structures B2 and B3, respectively. In sample A1, the GaAs homojunction of the photodiode additionally included an intrinsic GaAs-layer sandwiched between the p-and n-doped layers. The layer thicknesses and the doping concentrations of the structures are described in more detail in Table I . Each epistructure was subsequently processed to contain a selection of circular mesas of different diameters (100-1000 μm) and contact regions providing electrical contacts to the LED and the photodiode, as detailed in Figs. 1 and 2 . To form the contacts, Ti/Au and Ni/AuGe layers with thicknesses of 15/200 nm were deposited on top of the heavily doped p-and n-GaAs regions, respectively. In selected p-type contacts formed on top of the mesas, the contacts were additionally patterned, as shown in Fig. 2 , so that a large fraction of the GaAs capping layer was replaced by a 360-nm-thick Si 3 N 4 layer to form an omnidirectional reflector (ODR) to increase the contact reflectance. The ODR fill geometries used to form the ODR contacts on the 100-μm diameter mesa devices, analyzed in more detail below, are listed in Table II . The mesas were fabricated using the standard semiconductor processing techniques, in a process containing several repeated steps of UV-lithography, wet etching, contact metal evaporation, and liftoff.
B. Measurements
The main characterization of the samples was done in a four-point probe setup where the I V characteristics of the DHJ LED were measured while simultaneously measuring the I V characteristics of the lower diode, as shown in Fig. 1 . As this I V -I V measurement provides direct information on both the electrical characteristics and the optical emission of the LED, it provides an attractive and simple method to characterize the intracavity structures. Combining the I V -I V results obtained for a set of samples with different AL thickness and top contact designs to measurements while submerged in media with varying refractive indices, we can not only measure the efficiency of energy transport between the diodes, but also qualitatively draw conclusions on the importance of the key loss mechanisms in the structures. These losses mainly include nonradiative recombination, optical transport (absorption, extraction, and mirror), and electrical transport losses.
The most obvious figure of merit obtained from the I V -I V measurement is the coupling quantum efficiency (CQE) of the system, which we define as the ratio η CQE = I 2 /I 1 , where I 1 is the current injected through the DHJ LED and I 2 is the photocurrent generated in the lower diode when it is used as a photodetector under short circuit or moderate reverse bias conditions (Fig. 1) . When the emission spectrum of the DHJ LED is known, the same measurement also allows estimating the power transfer efficiency of the system as η = η CQEh ω/(qU 1 ), wherehω is the average energy of the generated photons and U 1 is the voltage over the DHJ LED. In this formula, η can exceed unity when qU 1 < η CQEh ω. Observing this condition would imply net cooling of the DHJ LED.
In addition to CQE, analyzing the I V -I V measurements in more detail can reveal information about the quality and the most important material and device parameters of the DHJ LEDs. In an ideal LED, the recombination processes in the AL generally consist of three different classes of processes: 1) the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH); 2) radiative; and 3) Auger recombination processes. The current density components generated by these processes ideally follow the so-called ABC-model [12] , with J SRH = qd An, J R = qd Bn 2 , and J A = qdCn 3 , where q is the elementary charge, d is the thickness of the LED AL, A, B, and C are the SRH, radiative, and Auger recombination coefficients, respectively, and
, where n and p are the electron and hole densities, n i is the intrinsic carrier concentration, U ≤ U 1 is the voltage over the ideal LED, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. Writing the carrier density as √ np is in many cases an oversimplification, but as seen in Section III, it seems to be a very good approximation for our devices. The ideality factor
corresponding to each separate recombination model is therefore 2, 1, and 2/3, respectively. To estimate the key device parameters, we approximate the A and B parameters of our devices using the ABC model and the corresponding relations
Another estimate for the SRH recombination coefficient A that is insensitive to possible differences between U and U 1 , is obtained using the relation A = J SRH √ B/ √ J R qd and a literature value for B. In addition, we also use the characteristics of droop to estimate the internal quantum efficiency (IQE), photodiode capture efficiency, and selected two values of the A, B, and C parameters [13] . In the droop-fit method, the photodiode capture efficiency (ratio of detected photons to bimolecular 
Another important loss mechanism arises from the mirror losses. Estimating the reflection coefficients of the metal contacts using only the measurement data is not very straightforward. Therefore, in addition to comparing the indicative experimental results obtained for different ODR fill factors, we also calculated the reflection coefficients for the contacts using the following well-known relations.
The single-interface Fresnel reflection coefficients for the electric fields for s and p polarizations in a nonmagnetic structure are given by [14] r s = n 1 cos θ 1 − n 2 cos θ 2 n 1 cos θ 1 + n 2 cos θ 2 (2)
where
where n 1 and n 2 are the refractive indices of the two media around the interface, and θ 1 and θ 2 are the incidence and refractive angles, respectively. Multiple interface reflection coefficients needed to calculate the reflection coefficients of the AlGaAs/GaAs/Ti/Au and AlGaAs/Si 3 N 4 /Ti/Au stacks are given in terms of the single interface reflection coefficients as a recursive relation
where d m represent the layer thicknesses, σ ∈ {s, p} the light polarization, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} the interface number, R σ,N+1 = 0, and the wavenumber in the direction of propa-
The direction averaged power reflection coefficients for layer 1 are then obtained as
Using the parameters in Table III , the direction averaged power reflection coefficient for the Al 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/SiN/Ti/Au interface is R 1 = 0.99 and for the Al 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/GaAs/Ti/Au interface the reflection coefficient is R 1 = 0.89 for the wavelength λ = 867 nm. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To gain the necessary insight and to demonstrate the basic operation of the intracavity systems, we analyze the I V characteristics of the DHJ LED and the corresponding photodiode of Fig. 1. Fig. 3(a) shows the current densities of the DHJ LED and the photodiode on a linear scale as functions of the bias voltage U 1 and a linear fit to the large current density region where the I V behavior is dominated by the internal resistance. In Fig. 3(b) , the absolute values of the current densities are shown on a logarithmic scale along with ideal diode curves with ideality factors of 1 and 2 fitted to the purely exponential parts of the I V curves. The figures also show in gray dashed lines, the voltage corresponding to the GaAs bandgap (1.42 eV) and the voltage corresponding to 80% of the gap, which would allow cooling with η CQE = 80%.
The fits clearly demonstrate that the operation of the DHJ LED is dominated by SRH-like recombination up to voltages of ∼1 V and current densities of ∼1 A/cm 2 , while the current of the photodiode closely follows the bimolecular form. At voltages exceeding 1 V, however, the I V characteristics of the LED exhibit somewhat unconventional features. Instead of the transition to the bimolecular (γ = 1), Auger (γ = 2/3), or simple resistance dominated region most commonly observed in LEDs [21] , Fig. 3(b) shows a two-step resistive saturation where the I V temporarily seems to recover from the resistive-like onset of saturation between U 1 = 1.1 and 1.4 V before finally becoming fully resistive. The conclusive reason for the two-step onset of the resistive losses has not been established, but we suspect it is caused by the fast increase in the photodiode current density J 2 , which allows a more significant fraction of the current J 1 to flow through the photodiode. This results in a substantial reduction in the effective resistance of the lateral current spreading layer of the DHJ LED.
Considering the condition that U ≤ U 1 in the ABC model of the previous section, the expressions for A and B can be written as
For the data presented In addition to these methods, we estimated the IQE and photodiode efficiencies using the droop-fit method, which resulted in values η IQE ∼ 68% and ξ ∼ 77%. Using [13, eqs. (6) and (7)] along with the conventional literature value of C ∼ 10 −30 cm 6 s −1 for GaAs [22] gives A ∼ 9 × 10 6 s −1 and B ∼ 1 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 , which slightly underestimates B compared with the values reported in the literature and underestimates A in comparison to the other fits. The variation in the values for different methods can be explained by their approximate nature and device heating, which is not considered in the estimations and is known to affect the droop-fit method. In any case, we can conclude that an SRH-like recombination in the devices is significantly larger than in the best reported devices, which is also in qualitative agreement with the time-resolved photoluminescence measurements we performed before any processing of the devices. Fig. 4 shows the CQE as a function of the DHJ LED current density for devices with 100-μm diameter mesas and a contact fill factor of 100% for AL thicknesses of 300, 50, and 10 nm, corresponding to B1, B2, and B3, respectively. The CQE increases with increasing current up to current densities of ∼300-800 A/cm 2 and then starts to decrease, showing a clear tendency of efficiency droop. A clear trend of a decreasing peak CQE with a decreasing AL thickness is also visible. This leads to several qualitative conclusions about the factors limiting the efficiency. First, it suggests that the current spreading in the shared n-type contact layer does not strongly affect the efficiency; if it did, the thin AL devices, where the total current is smaller, should perform better than the thick AL devices. Second, it also suggests that (bulk) nonradiative recombination in the AL is not the main factor causing the decrease in the CQE either as it would make the CQE independent of the AL thickness. This leaves two primary explanations for the reduction: more pronounced nonisotropic emission from the thin AL leading to increased emission at oblique angles and the interface recombination at the GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces or recombination/leakage outside the AL. Fig. 5 shows CQE as a function of the DHJ LED current density J 1 for selected 100-μm diameter mesas on epistructure B1 with various contact fill factors in the p-contact. The device with the fill factor of 100% exhibits the lowest CQE value as expected, due to the largest reflection losses. The CQEs of the devices with fill factors of 50% and 20% are 52% and 53%, respectively. This is well in line with the reflectivity calculations, suggesting that the angle averaged reflectivity of the GaAs/metal mirror is 89%, while the reflectivity of the Si 3 N 4 /metal ODR is calculated to be 99%. For the 100% fill factor, the optical loss is therefore estimated to be ∼5% (only half of the emitted photons are emitted toward the contact), while for the 50% and 20% fill factor devices the losses would scale to ∼3% and 2%, respectively. This suggests that while mirror losses are not negligible, they can be engineered to be sufficiently small to allow reaching the EL cooling regime.
In order to estimate the fraction of losses resulting from light escaping the encapsulated semiconductor structure through the mesa side walls, I V -I V measurements were also carried out with selected devices submerged in a high refractive index medium, i.e., water (n r = 1.3) and transparent oil (n r = 1.5). Fig. 6 shows the η CQE (J 1 ), the measurement results for two devices measured first in air followed by a measurement with the samples immersed in oil. While immersed in oil, the CQE is lower for all the devices compared with in-air measurements with an average decrease in the CQEs of approximately 1%-unit near the peak CQE regions. Since the edge emission is expected to scale approximately in proportion to the square of the refractive index of the lower index media, this suggests that edge emission can only account for approximately 1% of the losses even in the 100-μm diameter devices. The measurements done in water exhibit a similar behavior, leading to the same conclusion. To investigate the properties of the photodiode component alone, we also characterized its response to external light. The photodiodes were exposed by etching the epistructure from the top side to the common n-type layer (layer 8 in Table I ), effectively removing the top LED structure. Electric metal contacts were then evaporated on the devices and the current through the devices was measured during a monochromatic low-power optical excitation with a tunable wavelength. Fig. 7 shows the normalized EL spectrum of the edge emitted light of the DHJ LED and the QE (defined using the ratio of the photocurrent and the photon flux transmitted into the semiconductor) of the corresponding photodiode as a function of wavelength for the photodiode of epistructure B1. The peak of the EL spectrum lies at approximately 867 nm, which coincides roughly with the cutoff wavelength of the photodiode.
The maximum QE of the photodiode was found to be slightly below 90% with an excitation power of 30 μW under short-circuit conditions. The relatively low value can be partly explained by the low excitation power and relatively large (∼1 cm 2 ) area of the device as well as potential calibration deficiencies of the measurement, as we used a simple handheld power meter for estimating the pump power.
Overall, our results suggest that the losses in the energy transfer in our first intracavity setup are mainly formed of mirror losses (∼1%-5%), edge emission losses (∼1%), as well as material-related losses and potential free carrier absorption losses. Based on the present results, the order of magnitude of the two latter loss mechanisms is still partly unknown, but based on the estimated values of the SRH coefficient A, we presently expect that most of the 30%-40% overall losses are due to the partly unoptimized materials. Additionally, because several reports suggest that the material quality can be substantially improved allowing a notable decrease in the nonradiative recombination, we expect that the losses can be relatively quickly reduced to below the level of 10%-20%, which we expect to be sufficient to reach the large current density EL cooling regime.
The key challenges in further development of the devices involve developing and adapting suitable measurement and modeling techniques that allow for understanding and optimizing the internal losses in the studied structures and scaling up their surface area. Unlike in our previous studies of InP-based devices [23] , the studied GaAs-based devices appear to allow much easier scaling of the device size as only few of the fabricated samples have shown the pronounced leakage we frequently observed in the InP devices. At present, we cannot fully determine the role of leakage currents through the DHJ LED in the device operation. In principle, the leakage current component might enable transistor-like operation, and will require additional investigations, but based on general expectations and in particular on observing the droop-like efficiency reduction at high currents strongly suggests that possible leakage current issues in the structures are negligible.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have fabricated, characterized, and analyzed the performance of an intracavity light emitter setup, where a light absorbing element is located in the same high refractive index host crystal as the emitter. This layout fully overcomes the light extraction challenges of conventional light emitters where the high refractive index contrast leads to strong optical confinement. We estimated the contributions of key loss mechanisms to the system performance. Results show a current-to-current conversion efficiency that depends quite strongly on the design parameters of the structures and reaches the maximum values below 60% with our present devices. In contrast to laser cooling experiments where even quantum efficiencies exceeding 99% are not sufficient [11] , we expect that for EL cooling using the intracavity configuration, a quantum efficiency of the order of 80%-90% would allow demonstrating the cooling. Since our results also suggest that after further optimization none of the observed losses should be too high to reach over 90% quantum efficiencies, we expect that the intracavity configuration provides an excellent platform for further studies and optimization of EL cooling of I I I -V semiconductors.
